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Abstract: Marking seven decades since the 1948 Jeju Uprising, the 
past year has seen an extraordinary degree of commemorative activi-
ty in Korea surrounding the remembrance of those events and the 
subsequent Jeju 4.3 civillian massacres by state violence. This pre-
sentation considers on going historical debates and developments in 
memory politics highlighted by the 70-year milestone, while also trac-
ing past e�orts that brought suppressed Jeju 4.3 historical memory 
into greater public awareness during recent decades. Recognizing 
how greater visibility of traumatic historical events can also bring 
about new kinds of risks, this paper challenges an uncritical embrace 
of “dark tourism” with respect to massacre-related memorial sites on 
Jeju Island and elsewhere in the world. Framing Jeju’s history of 
state-led touristic development by South Korea’s past military-au-
thoritarian regimes as integral to the censoring and historical erasure 
of Jeju 4.3 that had prevailed during much of the late 20th century, 
this paper argues that the island is uniquely positioned to draw into 
question the larger discourse that regards as a form of tourism the 
visitation of sites associated with intense historical trauma.


